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,AttSTRACT

Fesearch in instructional media needs to relate
itself to research in other fields, e.g., human development,
individual differences, and information processing-, being nourished
by other theories and in turn nourishing them. Tlus it weeds to deal
with the functions of stimuli, laving the foundations of a
larescriptive theory that concerns itself with the relationship-
between how- things are presented and how they are learned. Fesearch
auestions must be foraulated in terms of the interaction between
stimuli and cognitive functions. The hypothetical stimulus dimensions
suggested here might lead to the formulation of theory-oriented
research questions. The first dimension--the amount of information or
response uncertainty--is superordinate to the others and should
provide answers to the general question of how much motor,
observational, perceptual, or conceptual activity is undertaken by
the learner. The second--the explicitness of presenting information
to be learned--ought to indicate how much specific mental activity
takes place as a result of exposure to a certain kind of stimulus
presentation by a particular learner. The other dimensions--the
distance between the mode of presentation and the learner's level of
mental development and the activation of specific operations as a
function of stimulus structure--answer the question of what mental
operations are called for by different kinds of stimuli and which are
prerequisite to extracting information from theme, riot available in
hard copy due to marginal legibility of original document.] (JS1
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the pre:ten t. paper r $hall take the view- itiat aound research in

instruot4pal media needs to fulfill at least three conditional

11) Research cn nedia nfte..4 to zerierate a frstiework of.f veld :utiait......i.cts

te be al)tect. tctiom whic arc interlmkedi with other questions and

'which art based on valid *saturations provide guidance and direction to

research.. A question is an ambiguous pi ..opositioir (Laker. . .). The.

IF;q: it is stated,' the asses it 11:.plies, and the context in Ith.ich it

appears wakes the answer have imm or ha_ve less scientific irport.

'Vie maw of the questions. which were traditionally raise, in the field et

robearch o litt-tii& WCr T. based on erroneous assumptions, or undefendable

'grounds, ant nce led to invalid answers (Iiielkes 1969).

(2) .Research an media needs to -be closely related rch in other

areas like human developments individual differences, intonation processing's
lb"

etc., and become pert or them.

Unfortunately, Most research in media as we know it is quite unrelated

to any of the better established Rea* of research, as if implying that media

research is a raw field or iv nett diecipline reqpirin; an independent ,and

inrelated place in the world of scientific inquiry.

(3) The third condition is that ro,se:Jrall be clors1 in a theoretical frarework.

This point is CoMplereentary to the oedina cn and roans that our research

con.....entLalises rather than just tests new devices and- novel utcdifications.
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The ultimate goal of research is understandintrt.' Without this we have

a mere accumulation of devices and *significant differences* whieh, add up

to very:little. This 'is the case because we donwt 'know iltit soar works

and wit Something Coes- itift

Ewes following flexner (1925, p. 3.4 eitioted b: Cronbach, 1966, Stens0)

ve luer disUnguith between we etpirieisr; and scientifid inquirt

.wthe line between an eppirical and a -scientific observation it
net/4w" so clear. That winine-cures malaria:, that sunlight cures
rickets* that torphire quiets pains, tbat- vercury cures syptillisu!-

these observ&ttons, cinsj correct, _my as such be. termed etr.pirical.

Or scientific- at idU. A, real difference c4.th be rade out oily at
14. next., step. Empiricism does, teat penetrate r.me deeply, is rot
solicitous as to limitations in other words, gets :no further.
-The very, icundtest of an observation challenget the scientist;
he is not content with I fact; ./te asks whys -and how far. Th

scientist is therefore at brae modest and adtive. --fconscious- of
the narrow lirittatipnt at -achlaverent, means to establish lamer
and surer coMbirations, while the evpiricist, 'practiniur his rule,
of thumras works:. dislointedkr,and tends to rfykiinsz in referent°
to any particular practice or obtervations lust- where -he is.!

This Istatemtmt appears to be Wiry -releltant to What is needed today, by

%my at chanzo, in the field of stadia reSOarch'

It. implies that- we divorce ourselves: fro.* the ilirlediate applications

Wet, was our major Ibex* until recently, and concentrate instead on

laying theipurdationstn. a theor of stiinilation. To. *Oho Cronbach at

Via point, the only practical approach; for us,, is to search, for inter

la utter» riticinles 4966).-

Ile% -what is this -theory of stimulation, I. apt talking about? brunet'

(1961) who originated this term, subsumes it 'under the wider label of a

theory at instruction. ?his. theory,- as Druner c1aias, heeds to be

preecrintiles, rather than descriptive): it concerns itself with the relation--

sac bettrean. bow trines are rrosented and- how the . are- learted.



then we speak of a theory of stimulation. we hicire in our minds the

-optimal arrangement of external ,s-timuli, Wail_ can be Controlled and

managed-. It ,canelso provide ,explanations of the interactions between

learner and stimuli. We thus search for somo. optimal matchae between kinds

of stimulation and,educational outcomes. This,, however, it more contlicated

than it seems. previous attempts to prescribe such matches leis. Gape, 1965)

were not very successful because there were no pisycholOgleol justificitions

to pair certain modes of presentation: With certain educational outcomes. Wo

factors contributed to this ,deficiency-: (a)- to, find psychological

justifications :for matching say,,,rticterial presentation with certain ;kinds

of learning requires, necessity, try analysis of _mediating processes within:

the individual. (b) dace the malysis of radiational -activity takes place,

inter.itdividutl i,ntra-indivtt.,dual differences- need to be considered

and the search for some universal strpl.e rules of latching becomos iMpossible.

sine, however, a theory of stimulation can not be constructed witho#

the .search for specific stimulus-inleirner-task ratchets, there is a clear need

to turn to contemporary psychOlogical inquiries into cognition. NeweveriV

establish such a change, questions most be 'formulated in. terms.of the inter-,

Action between stimuli and cognitive turn ttona.

A Coeitd.ve4unctiona1is isView

Given that our research is theory-oriented, it &as not only predict -and

contra. It attempts,, in addition, to a sin. It is now co ion practice

in nearly all_ branches of behavioral Science to a$ not only -what goat with-

what, and *der what conditions does x talle place, but also why these

'phanomena occur. This, thitk, is common to n4Arly all re earehers:

The neoassociationistic 'school (e.g. Batlynel 1960, 1965), the verbal'

learning research (e.g. Manner, 140; Lennonbers 1969>)thepaired-ass0ciation



research (e.g. Bow9rs 1960), era, obviously, research in the Piagetian

tradition. Once there is an attelvt to explain; there is an inevitable

need to enter the "Black box".

Attempts to study mental processes are as old as psychologyb itself.

Roworter4 ttiU3ce *4erpts in the past, r.oro recent ones are aided by advanced

14ethodologiet and tools of inquiry which enable the researcher to bring

medistional activito unier his control ((neuter,. 19671.

Contemporary researchers become more and more concerned with the Nrations

stim414.00nditions, instructions, etc. They do not ask syniat is its,

but rethert -"Who,t does it do to the subject?" "What 13 the psYcholOgicts.1

situation create? " Asph, (1965), to provide one en/34044 writes: "Given

the operations of relating, it follows-, that the nature of *et psychological

stimulus- is the first problem in the sty of learning and memory. It is

necessary to distircuish _between the ,external and piythological stimulus

conditions. Activities or relating have their correlates in objective

conditions, but, they are not a copy 'er thole conditions" (p. 9?).

Ile become more and wore aware of the tact that -the physical, stimulus,

taken alone, accounts for a very small portion of the response domain:. The,

same stimulus is_ differently perceived, decoOed, processed etc. by individual*

,wbo differ on a _number of relevant dimentionsv ThUs, the way they covertly

handle the stimulus may have more influence on the way they overtly respond

to- ii than lhe physical itietulus itself. Vs thqs deal with a conception of

htaan behavior which it best'cheritctarited as a Three (instead of two) stage

process:

r R

where the stir (S) is responded to b covert procesSes (r) **oh in turn



lead to the final response (R). Some interesting research procedures have

been worked out in recent years to study mediating processes in a more direct

way than was possible in the past.

Ayr :argurftemt, 14. AA, Tanoust i 4 nat.know. that a_ _s_tistullus_ is, .expected

to do to Johnny, why it should effect him and in what ways) we shouldn't be

uttnished to find insignificant results (both in the ststistical and the

theoretical senft) . One can underatata the psy0ological function of k

stinelvs only if it is analysed in the. same term0 used to describe, the radiating

cognitive behavior. This point has been discussed in detail arlsewLare

(Salomon and Snows_ 19a). Suffice it to say here that by dealim with stimuli

and responses as belonging to the sane comologtutl netwOrk, as Beiri (1962)

recOmends, one can account for more response 'variance, with a reduced nunher

of stimuli. Sue. an approach would be called. co mitj.zs because it Makes

raferer.co to covert processes, iite.s to. adapt vs actions- upon, objects, or= to

the internalisation of such actions. The approach is ilanOtional because it

refers to the roles that stimuli and tor140-play in the interact4.on'betwon

learner ar.(1 environment.

This second to be the merging trend in educetienal psychological research

today, and I think that research in media should link itself tai it. The

Auestions asked must come from those cognitive7ftnctionalistic theories

aril lead to a new theory of stimulation which nourishes and is in turn

nourished by these theories.

C. #.1"Media of a- cocyte-eive.tt14tarosietti-04"ft'

At this point, one would justifiably raise the questisin of whrit

stadia? We have opposiric ranking from. liel,uhan The liodioa is the



Message, to Carpenter (196), who states that ". .it is the Content of

the stimulus material (in psohelogi* terns) and its very special value for

the individual learner that is imports:1i and not the particular carrier or

'UV iiita#A-Wkilw- tes. -23**

cattered observations can be provided to support equally Well both

prersises. Yet, 1 think, it. is difficult to deny that extracting ir.fcrmation

from, lay, maps cells forfora different set of Mental processes than extract=

information from a photograph. of the state terrain. It is not unreasonable to

rexpect that the-irikys messages ere- Shaped -to require different- strategies of

:approach on the side of the learner. Thus stiinult which share the same eiwo-
cgali-itet.,

shapes may zt Areilui...vies. For icstance, a

graph,. (actually all !!,raphs) would require of all learners to transform

spatial relatiOn3; into temporal ones, or one.spatial relation into another;

motion pictUres sees to require certain kinds of inferential, thought, etc.

Yet, it is unreasonable to claim that all strlau.li. which share BMW COM1011-

struatura elements tend to arouse, as a universal rule, the same information

processing activities. Would such a clear- correspondenee exist; then there
a

would repain no place for differences due to mosbages or due to individual

aptituded.

The conception of a medium mit consequently be quite complex. We

define a medium as the overlapping area of two circles; the stimulus.

attributes circle, and the response circle. When various stimuli have

oceston structural attritOes which do not .call fOr Common cognitive responses,

they cannot be' said to constitute a medivet. Howev4r, theft, Such stimulus

attributes call for :a connon core of tecl3ators ihich is clearly' different

from the core of mediatina responses called for by stimuli who share other

attributes, then, and only theb, can we speak of a -Nmodivall. It, for



instAnce we found that as Pryluch (1969) suggests, films typically call for

particular kinds of inference drawing, which require some degree oefillit

literacy l then weld be able, to speak of the medium- of motion pictures.

-.Obvkaufar, thou ghi -there= -win- ,b*--zzan-y respionseaii-rousta in addLt4n

to thisceamon core. These cannot be attributed to the nature of film

medium. bimilailv, there will be unique st;timulus attributes which do not

arouse unique cogniti* reiponSeit. -nuts the common stimulus shapes which

CAltiedia.
do not everl*p with common responds .are then Conceived- Of so nonfunctional,*

ant_ the reeporees *fah are not in the overlapping area can be attributed to

the spetific content and to individual .differences

04440 firre is A. clear difference betiieen- the cognitive processes

aroused- tcr a stimulus) and their relevance to l3arnin of a °pacific nature

by a specific learner. This MIMS thit unique effects On learning will be

.obterved orly when the Medium attributes ureer extination have a central

tub:Aim (Pryluck- and Snow, 1960. In !Aber words, when tt.......2sotre ,relevant

to t......htlearnirpref,
Here, then,we introduce two new fact= which have little to do with

media as the sole function of common shapes at messages: These are the

leaner and the tack.
0.

Once we introduce these factors the fallowing accurst-
.

(a) We move::mia from the controversy of medium vs. messages since

if a certain attribute is cognitively relevant only for certain_ people

under certain task requirtrientes.what sense does it make to; deal With the

medium alone?

(b) We concentrate on the triangle: learner) task-speoifiprocessca,

and stimulus.



(c) The stimulus which we ilaady is viewed as doing something to the

cognitive process. of s anebody under certain motivational and instructional

conditions, regerdless of whether it is -considered a message, a medium

or-a-channeal 41t-tv vehicle-or-

It 'has been claimed in the, past (Salomon and Snow, 1968) that the use

of a certain sti.mulus attribute will have a learning effoct only it it

arouses or supplant mental processes which are relevant for- a .certain

learner, to accomplish a ce-rtain task. Several stu0..ies (e.g. Festinger and

Iiaccoby, 1964) can be taken as.;,upport for this contention. Ent this

approach produces some very difficult questionst

(a) ttat is the difference between arousing and supplanting mental

proceesoe?

CO When is' either desirable?

(4) How does such inqUiry support the construetton of a theory of

stimulation?

I will return to the two first questions a bit later. At presents will

deal with the thir4 question only-. It appears that even it research does 7ask

the question -- "What does it do to Johnny and Idiat is i ood for" -- but

deals with discrete attributer of stimul4 we are .still far from laying ar

toundatiors for a theory of stimulation. Studying the cognitiie itnct33ons

of discrete attributes may offer some generalizable 1112...islaxt but these.

principles can not be interrelated. The degree of erpiricisius to IMO Cou'nt's

tart (1964), will not be reduced much.

To come clOser to interrelated principles we need to raise. a general

question from which secondary, but interrelated questions can be deduced.
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Second, and hero I elaborate on a point I ride earlicr,'we have to generate

several seneral dime ions of teintha to cognitive,

dimensions. 'Thus, we move away from studying discrete functional attributes

which can not be interrelated. The general -stimulus dimensions are constructed

to provide answers to the questions, tat the ,other Way around, We first asks

what do we Want ovr 'learner to do? And then we ask, what general, and

tieoreticaIli understood !Waal* charatteriatict will serve vs best? This

view does not oppose other' valuable routes to the ,study of media. For

instance, the approach which 'bizins wits- the, Itudy of a new medium's

potentialities arxi moves!, as a result, to ask, "what can it te used for?"

is certainly complimentary to the view advocated here.

D. StimUlw Dirensions for Research

I would like to suggest at this point examples of researchable questions

which aro rather amoral. The focus of these exemplars is in what the learner

does, or- betters what we went him to do. To provide answers to these questionT,

stimuli can be analysed along numerous dimensions which are interrelated in

an hierarchical way.

The zeneral question to be soled is as foliate:

-How, much manta activity, and of whit kind, hood our stimuli
promote in a ,specific learner given --a specific- instructional
ettito tile?

This kind of a %volition is not really new and writers like (*go, 11969,

Jalggs ), Lunedaine -(1963), and others have implied it in one way op

.another. 2awevir, the stimulls' dimensions used to provide an answer were

tochnicai ones (e.g. color, movemtmt),7 zu thus:, did not -sufacits,any

cognitive implications. SOriStillea the studied attributes wt. ,functional



but much too: specific. (e.g. overt or covert respondings, &vett of structure,

rate of presentation, et*.), and hence did not lend themselves- to intitryflIttial

observations. Cd.ver that state of affairs, nonog theory of stimulation could

have possibly emerged.

The stinulus dimensions to be suggested here fulfill the following.

conditions

(1) 'These dimensions ,deal simultaneoussith, uli rd co ni

wocesses. Thus, the analysis of a Stillia113 imodiately suggests its

cognit.lvc4unctional ramifications.

(2) The amens ions to a re tide variety of stimuli

pith awade- varietents. arid they seem to preserve :themselves and

their Interrelations intact izhatever the subject wetter.

(3) Resclirch,raor.? ttote, dimensions- thctrh it mai.lses.c2,..te rather

.coLrlex 4111.ad stimulation, because undori;,,ine each

dim:sigh arc r.umeroUs constructs aul prirzipleS which can be interrelited.

The stimulus dimensions to be discussed in the sects c3 part of 'this paper

are obvioutly examles of what can be done. They certainly do not exhaust

all the tractional potentialities of stimuli, nor do they necessarily capture

somo of the most car: ex interactions between stimulus attributes.

1. The first diversion is syperodinate to the others. The otter diMenSions

argc Thus subsumed under it in an hierarchial ceder. The construction of

this dimension is based on the most Aindamantal function of stimuli: to
Woutik,

infOrm, that is, to reduce uncertainty. I call it the intonation-

uncertainty dimension. It should, provide answirs to the genera question of

how much, mac nor, observational, perceptual or conceptual activity is undertaken

by the learner. The provokation of intelligent activity is contingent upon

the amount and intensity of uncertainty reducing; or uncertainty increasing



stircetti (er lynes 190, 196$). It is theriforefair to suggest that a

Sibelius diension *kith analyzes stisluli along this distension should

101Perce4e 41 other dirension.

_The :second_ ordor of stimulus dimensiorm ought to answer the general

qtestiort which follow from the first ore, mutely: Row such specific mentil

sett vitv takes place as a result of exposure to a certain kind of stimulus

present Jan, by a particular learr*r. In more prescriptive term it would

be stated as: how do we construct the stimulus so tint specific mental

itctivities will be aroused and utilized in a certain learner. There may be

ntenrous stimulus dirensions with which such. Irw question could be answered.

No dimensions' are suggested at this point, although it is possible that

more than two can, be constructed. Mese are: the-dc-ree of explicitness

with- which. *lentil, activities are aresented and it tortoni's itself with

what the learner 'has to provide as compared with what we do for hire, overtly

er covertly; (b) the olonical irenents of different modes. of

presentation in to the 1.erteral develo mere, lamer
particaar as inferred from Piatc,t's work) .

In the first of these- two disensiolw we deal with quetkions of

organizations simulations discovery, aided i\tcall or in Shorts with the derision .

of mental labor between stiilulus east learner.. .1,3 the second dimension we

deal with queitions- of conceptual development as ?clotted tO stimulations: tilts

with the sequencing' of .stimulus shapes, to improve genera mental developtiout.

3. On an even lower level of gerstralitTs and subsumed under the fbrser
,'"

dimensions, are other dimensions which' answer the question of writ mental

operations- are calluirfor by different 14tIcip of stimuli and Bich sac prerequisite:

to extrecting inrorration from them. Hare we handle questions of pictorial

vs. verbal presentation, graphs vs. pictograms, programed instruction vs.

prose, etc.
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to:* Tis proposed diransions- and the Suggested hierarchial 'Order in

width- they appear, are to be taken as -examples of what can, and possibly should

be done. The -ultimate test of these stimulus dimensions is their utility
in tuidin theorporiented research in seine and they may be retained as

long as they AzIfill that-fUnetion.

1. The mount Of infonnation...............Lvieunccr,int".

This dimension has received: increasing attention in the tilWartv4.-Yets.

in 'spite of a vast- number of studies rclated. to informatin44orr, 4Filler

theory (Broadbent, 1968), ,etc. very little has been done in tersui of intersi--.

'relating observations-. let me try to conceptualise what this diNezi&ton iftiAms

and to what, it applies.

First, what is "information* and what is "response uncertainty "?

Amo*unt of infer:nation has been defined and redefined in various ways

Since Sharman and :leaver's jr-- 4. initial puhlicatiOn. Generally, information

is conceived- of as that which reduces chaos, entropy, lack of order,

unpredictability, etc. That is information as perceived in information-theory

terms. There are however some recent attempts to translate this conception

into isychological terms (Broadbent, 1958; Berlyne, 1960, Garner, 1962)

emphasising mainly the subjective experience of uncertainty.

/here is now . such evidence to show, as Beam. notes (1965, p. 8),

that the effects on behavior of a stimulus-situation belonging to a certslin

class depend on what other kinds of stimulus Situation Ird.ght have been

expiated to occur instead, and how subjectively probable each of these

stimuli was. In otbor words, a person enters a si tuition with a set of

utresponses which are 44 the fore, or on *stand by*. It is quite obvio l̂ bat

.4



4K,

we do not bring to bear upon each stinulus that we encounter' all our

tyalbolic- or- motor- responses, Sops- selection Wes plate prior to

13

encountering the stiliolus and re call this the person's "set ", spredispositiontts

Nexpectttions etc. Very often we create these with advanced organizer4

pretest AutatiOns use of labels, or by relating the stimulus-to.daie t0=

previous

The number c reaponeee at the fOre, the degree to which they

with each other, ant their relative strength our degree of subjective

regions.. -uncertainty, The_ larger the number of responbee which- are brought

. to bear upon the stimulus ,situation, the larger the disagreatent betueen

them, and the more equal their relative strength the higher is our response
fht-kuuifte

uncertainty. .Rere, as Totr will note, the 'umber of responses on stand be

defines, in a sense, the population of alter native events, and the relative

strengths of these responses is analoguous to Air relative probability, as

conceived of in information-theory.

The atittulus itself which we encounters is infonvat....12L,or contains

'information to the extent that it chanIses thit,:_state of uncertaintv,

lots that I do not ant that the stimulus reduces necessarily the uncertainto-

because it can increase it as well. Row does-- the stimulus fUnction?

(i) The stimulus can increase or decrease the =rier of responses

st the fore,

(ii) It ,can thalige their relative strer. ths.

(iii) It can them by arousing an entirely new responee, previously

130t included, in the sett or it can lead to the integrationof some rtvonscsa

originally cons-16,0.0 to be incongruent, by arousing a third response *ich

reconciles the incongruity.:
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When we are in a hotel room in a strange city where

ithA
wewhove no person

we know and the phone rings, we ray encounter quite a bit of response uncertainty.

Who, on earth, could par us a call? The ringing phone is informing us about

egkikOttdik-4, but it does not reduce our. urcertainty, It arOUSe5 its Ogee we

her the operator telling us that it is a long distance call from our office,

information has been transmitted aggro. This times however, it reduced our

upcisttaintor significantly. Thus, a ,stimulus can increase uncertainty by

increasing, the 'number of competing responses at the fore, .by waking, an

originally dominant response to tacos* less dominants eta. It i3 information

since it changes our state of uncertainty; but this information is not the

ssais as the irtermation which decreases uncertainty. The latter is positive

information while the former is ylegative information.

For a 3till113.U3 to be positive informaticn some uncertainty rust precede

it; e.g. tie person has a general, but not accurate idea of what will take

plac.ei he has a 'very- vague notion ; he knows exactly that will happen .but

then it turns out that the sti mulus surprises him (it- is not what he really

-edtpeoted); or 4-» he is completely unprepared for the stimulus. In all the

above. Oasts the stimulus 411 be regarded as containirg positive information

to the extent that it reduces the uncertainty. But it positive information

is contingent upon the prior existence of uncertainty, then some stivaus

must have contained negative information previously.'

Stints li that- arouses rather than reduce uncertainty have been thoroughly

studied kri Berl-yne (1960, 196$)6 Ee theorited that stimuli which are novel,,

surprising, c'oriplex, ambiguous, etc. and which he- termed as having "collatiirt

variables "; induce a state of subjective response uncertainty. In the case

of all these- stiriai there is a discrepancy between incoming information and



stored information. In terms of what I have tried to state earlier .weld say

that there is a disagreement between.what is encountered and the set of

responses brought to the tore. The -person needs to "collate" the incoming,

ilifertitlatiOn tat- eXiftin-g 1:1-L .wratits ivory ten' irceutibirw for -additional

inforre.ation, reconstrr.cting available intonation, 'etc.

Numerous phenomena which have been studied can be conceived

of as illustrating cases of positive or negative" information. Underlyingg_

the work of Broadbent, Bruner, liagans Ausubel, Aothkopf, and 311427 otbers,

find the ecistencc of choice between response alternatives, or the

external reduction of them. Take, for instant-1.4 the' case of -the two-channel

inpt t. major problem :there is that of the informational relations

between the various inputs. .o.es the second inxt add akr infermation in tba

*ease- of reducing already aroused uncertaintr- Cr does it rather lead

I. occlusion, to overload, and thustecomes -negative intonation': (Conway,

196B).. Treisren 0969)- in a very interesting article points to different

strategies of attention. T1)ere also, the underlying trace is choice. It

Is choice between ',analysers", outputs, inputs, or tests. The sage idea

seems- to unierly other situations, e.g. difficulty of problem-situation

a s studied b y Br u r a r ("cognitive stress"), or s t i m u l u s c e e t pl e X i t y as sttrlied-

.by Streutert et al. (196/).

The Mount of uncertaintq we induce or remove through-our stimuli has

some very important, implications for lemming. Let me stranarise those briefly.

(a) The arousal -of uncertainty, that is, the experienced conflict

between alternative Symbolic responses, emplaces of responses etc. is

pl21.4111,. It Lotivates t4se search for additionzil st ruli ;Ilich promise to

reduce uncertaintq. Zn a motor or perceptual. level this is exploratory

behavior; when conceptual uncertainty is experienced it is epistemia.
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exploratory behavior. Both, imply cuz ...2.5202. Search for,additional

information from-external or internal sources, restructuring of inform-tiori,

injection of stored information and :codifying it -- all these result from

umertair.V.._ 1be specific nature of the: activity the learner undertakes

:depends, honever, on the specifics. of the kini of Uncertainty he experiences.

-Here, for inttauce you -have a typical observation;

Insert 71zure 1.

amount of information search increases as a faction of aroused urtertaint7.

'ten 'too little_ uncertainty is er.perienced (pile faces boredom) negative

information is sought. 1.700 person searches- for- pmblems to save, situations,

to cope with, etc. et i Alen experienced us:Certainty exceeds

a sdniral level of comfort, positive infortrottion-- is sought: so that UTLICrtaint

is lowered again. however, one can predict what. kinis of information

will be sought in the ease of increased uncertainty, it is rather difficult

to ireact what it rormation will be taketk in in a 'state- of boredom. After

seeing the film eta* people engaged in exchanging information about the

main message of the film, and one could eas4ly .predict this. But what

information -re school children after when tbey see one of theCrauh-to-

earavon instructional fillet?

It is still en open question whether people attempt to reduce response

uncertainty as a kind of drive reduction cannot. It is not unreasonable to

kcrpotbesist that the oz_2113a of uncertainty increasing and reducing is the

source of gratification. People engage themselves in ludic behavior, thus

exposing themselves to rogative information(you wouldn't chose an infericr

chess player as an opponent) only to derive satisfactien from the process of



reducing this uncertainty.

In short, aroused uncertainty motivates curiosity, information intake

and processing. Devices like doubt, centradictions htur.or, surprise,

etc. can lead- to- this iiteYeased Outieitity. irewever, adVattit

Organisers, pre-structured stiriuli, arrows Which point to what should be

attended to, If,rt41 directions,. differential coloring, eta., reduce

wncertainties.

.0necnitain i a not at f is sneak with Ittr m norance.iru As at least

two studies-show (Sieber ant tiansetta, 1966i Salomon, 196e) One 1100C13

first to gaudy a stimulus, to perceive the, axbiguity, complexity- or novelty

in it before he begins to generate alternative responses and become curious.

Thus, uSit4g ti-o=4;:lled. familiar situations with some element or surprise,

ambisuitztt or comp.10.it,y, in them . s1 to be itel* curios-UT

arousing than a complotely novel situation (Charlesworth, 1969), because

the.lcarner can generate ,olternatives in the fervor case and not in the latter.

Cc) The arousal of curiosity is not the only thins we're interested in.

Pbr one thing, surprise to take one example' ...:disrupts ,ongoing cognitive;

operations and>leads to more ooneentrAted attention. This disruption has

its positive merits in certain situ4tilons but may be disadvantageous in

others. This way depend to a large c.ttent on the task, to be performed.

The attention-catching elements in a, stirivAlus may arouse task - irrelevant

uncertaititg in the learner. For example, th proof reader who is confronted

with a shocking text, and -searches for task-irielevant information..

A Bergman film can arouse uncertainty as to its rpneral meaning, thus

induce thought processes related to. this problem. At the same tire it can

,reduce .uncertainty as to the laws people dressed= in tike. past--in -Sweden:
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Would we. want to arouse thoUgh proceiteS torternedIfith'dresses we**410A-e4

prefer a more straight- forward filnk. One can hypothesise at this point

that for effective learning to takcllaee-s. the stinaus needs to arouse

uncertainty about thete. ii ge iiircr vat -Kt resziTleir, to dive

It should reduce uncertainty about things which are-Arrelevant to the main

issue to be dealt with. Fancy shooting techniques. in a show may be

quite exciting but they par interfere with learning when they arouse

task-irreletant oncertainty.

Archer (19644 to take one example, found- that when the relevant inter-

ration was also obvious, concepti were easier to discover., *en however,

the irrelevant information was obvious, the ,attairinerst. of concepts became

such more difficult. he suggested that when the leArner''s attention is

drawn to irrelevant information (a source or irrelevant 'uncertainty) he

attenipts a seldom involving wrong information, or the wrong -mental processes.

In another stud CCPnee uncertainty wat: &vitt-sod.. Ss were induced to think

how to relate unorganized pieces of a tilted' story. This induced proCess

was highly relevant to the generation of hypotheses. It interferred with

recalling details. On the other hand, providing: a film in which the story-

easily suggested itself, aroused only a relevant kind of uncertainty. Namely,

that whitih was associated with the recording of details (figure 2).

Insert Figure 2

(d) Our main purposes though, is to load to some durattle cognitive changes.

According to Pinot!s conception of equilibrium between accommodation and

assindlation, a cognitive chstnge takes place when tl.o learner faces a

situation which calls for a modification of his existing cognitive network

(Hunt, 1968). This sounds very mulch like the process of response integration
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Handler (1967). Thus, learning takes 'place when the equilibrium is dia.

rtpted and when a change is required.. %Amos notion of uncertainty

and Piaget's formulation of equilibrium seem to be rather congruent. A

Shiflett* is infOrtratiOn Vieri it ClittagOS the ittlibers cOmpoii ition or ,relitive

strength of the respOnses brought to the fore. There is loarnina when the

change 'is assimilated intc the system far later use.

'Thus, to cause a durable change in cognitions, uncertainty needs to be

*raised, or the equilibrium needs to be disrupted. How much uncertainty

needs to be aroused? Although we knot/ too little about it, learning will

take place only-vithin,a rather narrow bard between too much and too little

uncertainty, or betweerjteo:iruch and too little accommodatiop (Hessen, 1966).

(e) It is quite resaonable to expect different media tcc have the capacity

of arousing different kinds, not necessarily. diffe.rent amounts, of response

unkte*rtainty. will ftrOUee an entirely different class of cor.ceptual

or pci*iptual -uncertainty than films, but written material presented by means

-of I isoirfuttt, can not be: expected to arouse different kinds of uncertainty

then,, say, a programed Wt..

?o iaveMarise Whitt I've said about this dimensions

(I) We can study or atiauli in terms of the amount of ncertainty

they arouses leave 'or reduce' in certain 'plearters. 'Procedures to 14111asurs the

eitount of response uncertainty aroused by particular stimulus variables have

been studied. (Attneaves 1959) as Garners 1962; and others) and although still

a far cry from what is needed, they can be used by researchers.
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and Consequences.

. We can subsume under this construct a rather ,large number of

studied phenomena ranging from the study of -0111ti.ehannel inputs incidental

learning (Bower, 1968), through the study of negal;ive and positive instances

in ,concept formation (e.g. Hovland, 1952), to the ,iottrly of humor, ambiguity,

stimulus complexity and surprise (e.g. Birch and Rabinowitz, 1951; Oharlsworth,

3.969).

2. The explicitness of oresenti informatiotto be learned

The dimension of "informations deals with the information valves of

stimuli and thui may potentially handle the general level of mental activity,

attention, curiosity, interference or even cognitive change which will take

place in a learner. Subsumed under this wide category of 'relations bettriecn

stimulus and cognitive activity is the question of the mat.fic mental

processes to be aroused, supplanted, or handled in other ways. It is

assumed that .different kinds of counitive activity have their correlates

in modes of stimulus presentation and can Ise affected ty them. here, then,

tie bane to deal with the nature of information tobe learned rather than with

its amount.

Information to be learned is compaed of events, signs and taseir trans.

formations. These, we believer, can be stored, integrated, generalised and

weed as, symbolic a r i and responses of two kinds: situational and

transformational, or as Inhelder (1969) calls them figurative and operative

aspects of cagnitive A:nations. Situational symbOlic responses are intirnalised

representations of 'objects and events, or of responses ralated: to them. .

Transformational responses are internalised representations of activities

which modify, manipulate and Amster's:: the objects and events (Berlyne, 19653

Piagets.1964).
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Both kinds of swabolic responses can be gradually generalised so

that they become less and less associated with specific objects, ever+,s,

or activities ("operations" according to ?fagot). They can apparenty.

generalise to such-an extent that groups of such mediators constitute a

Nstratfigy", "program", "coding system" or "mode of attack" with which the

organism approa.ches a. particular kind of problem (Pruner, 3.957), Such

highly generalised chain of Mediators. guides the- arougM1 and activation of

other, more specific mediators, butt continues follow the

same rules Wet govern the others: it needs to be acquired, generalised,

stored, aroused, etc. (Miller, Calanter and Pribram, 196(*. i lie
resporo,os of both kinds and of various derrees of r-zoneralization dan

icabilit-- are then information to lae.learned,

It is generally agreed that stimuli used. in communication can 1,:mmeLt

the objects- and transformations to be learned. Eoreover, the signals used.

in the act of coraturdeation. can bo signs ,and symbols which may correspond,

or even be replicas of the covert symbolic r_oprises. This happens to be

-the implicit -assumption -behind most acts of instruction.. I. ether we show

how somethin g is done, how something changes, deielops or transforms, or

whether we .derive explicitly a mathematical formula, we seem to Imply thtt

overtly conveyed signals can be stored, integrated in a given system of

responses, and be activated on a later date.

subsum deliberate presentations of signalo and operations larder the

dimension of "explicitness* becauSe nt is the

licit .1,......ttonstration of what would otherwise reed to be done covertly b,

the learnen himself' such that a certain loarnin obiective will be attained.

, Some instructional podia, particularly those which provide ao-called

. contrived experiences seem to be uniquely suited to demonstrate overtly
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certain operations tr.rd transformations which have to be learned. IlftegirA

a film which show s in a speeded-up faphion how soil erodes. This is no

doubt, a simulation of a transformation of soil. The learner who does not

ets-q"-rvo tha filD1 and still has tc attain the same concept will have to

execute the same operation in a covert, symbolic way. rilturt: the presentation

does for him_ is to supplant the process, i.e. th do it for him in front

of his eyes: An explicit explanation of s, certain argument simulates on an

abstract level the thoudtproccspes which went into it. Similarly, the

presentation of a picture of a volcano to remind the learn r of that was

learned a week earlier, simulates the end result of the process of recallire-

the image.

This, then, is what. I'd call erolie tress o..Liptcfrration. iiewarer; autt.1

there ,ray be several degrees of explic.itness`. illicitness could rar tie

tros the most detailed simlation of the relevant covert transformations,

like in the case of showiru how a side view of a iligurtain gradually becomes

a view from above (Hovland et al., 191&9), through short circuitin.- a proCess

(i.e. "skipping over it" as in the case where one provides the end result

of a transforration without showing the transforiation itself), to an attempt

to arouse the mediators by providing tlie problem stirtultts only.

There are two major assmptions which guide the formulation of this

diversion:

(a) Symbolic responses, both situational and trar.sformational, share

the same mode of developmentjhey develop frort prolonged daily contact with

concrete objccts which are r.anipulated. (Ince they are internalised, they

can assirelotn ircrossingly ;lore corplox res2orses without the neoes$ary

overt manipulation of objects. s tlx,. child grows up he does not. tr.,ect to

vaniplilate everything new he is to learn.
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(b) Symbolic stimuli have a dual purpose: they are used in overt

cormunication to affect a receiver's .behaviors and they are used in a

reprerxentational ca;:acity to guide anel's own behavior. .4ie latter are the

tyribe-Zic s-.VILm1-1,1 or rat -s, med cse..&t.ttinlattinzv selt.rettila.tiotv

as internal information, etc. Irrom these Um assurptions a third one can:

be deduced, nanalyt

(c) Symbolic stipuli used by ore source can be (I) adopted ani stored

by the receiver for later retrieval, 0111 they cans in addition, be adopted ard

used as internal stimuli to stimulate other internal responses, provided that

they can be assimilated irto ttgt system. This imlies at least a two step

process of learning: a neviransformation from an external source: first the

storing- et the symbolic- transformation, anti that its use as an internal,

stimulus 196n.

Tcr be now- more explicit about- the idea of explicitness lilt ua assume

that a certain phenomenon tozirm with an iritia stimulus Cs) , ices

through certain transformations (rat's) and ends with a new situation (R0).

Now we couldppresent only So. Sod and Ro, So i-rasi without, the Ito, or all

throe or them. Yroia the. point of view of explicitr.ess they go from_ least

to.,most explicit resp votively (see the ordir.ate in fivre

The most explicit, presentation, in the present excmple, siulates

overtly a, certain process or operation. The second =at explicit presentation,

So'r --M, requires from the learner to apply the presented cperation to the

stimulus situation so that he'll come up with Ro. Berlyne (1965) calls this

a, *transformation applying" behavior. If *meaning" of an event means,

araor.ii, other thinass the: reconcotior et trizaisforaltIons Ithich lc: ad IT to

it (Bartl.ett 1958), then we. simulate in this case, also the process of
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presentation, ?Au:re short-circuiting or the process takes place (50-40),

requires the learner to generate various relevant transformations an to

choose one ar.onz- them. Lore, we induce "trar.sforration selecting" behavior.

it the question of meaning is brourtet up, it becomes evident that the

learner has to provide it. Finally, tte time diffirent degrees of explicitness

can function in an arousins capacity (i.e. arousing the neoessar7 cperations),

in an incru-asirz order: frost simulation which does quite a bit Ur the

learner, to the presentation of So only, which leaves ever:NA:I& it the learner.

Rote, that rq description pertains to what ii being done to the mental

operations. But it is intediately clear that what is being done overtly to

the mental, processes determines only to, a. very limited extent, that actually

happens tc the learner. Stimulus attributes alone, as we -an- kn:lw, carrok
EfiA et- t4oult ezet. etAt.vt44,..r

account for, and explain,'ithe variations anons in in terms of

learning. For one thing, the utility- of different degrees of explicitness

nay be a function of the availability- and the accessibility of the relevant

re. sporses to the learner.

The question to ask new is how explitit does_ our stimulation reed to be

such that a certain new response u-2.1 be accjuired, internalised and utilised?

tic could hypothesize right away that when an entirely new transformation

is to be learned, it would be necess34 to show at least some of its

covpownts. Alt we know, for instance, that basic concepts and operations,

of the kind that Fiaget studies, are very unlikely to be learn e.. by means

of their overt presentation. The major reason is, .4par:on/Asti as both

theory and research indicate, that the most basic concepts and operations

develop throutzh a vide array of daily pci i ^ncc rather than through diri..ct

teachinz (Kohlberty, 196e) . Thus, when it cores to the acquisition. of ver-
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basic concepts the moat we can do is to simulate the end results of trans-

formations, thus -- the resultant situations (5---R0) and try to arouse

some of the processes T..hich load up to them. The rest should tten be

left to the learner. This irp.lies) by the wayithat a film uilich attempts

to teach 'kids timt. Ireistlitite is t7 rearit or stain sting the- pi-tees-3 or

measuring with rulers, is: not very likely to achievo its kcal. It has

been shout, for instance that only the stimulation of subordinate

constituent processes can enhance the attainment of a more elaborate, super-

ordinate, concept, e.g. Sullivan (3367) succeeded to facilitate the generalization

of conservation through the use of film with 6-8 year aids. 'Abet ho did,

though, vas to 'simulate overtly some of the necessary un cjet...Thlara operations,

but not to simulate the target concept itself.

On tla other'hand, leas basic operations; more specific behaviors,

can be learned through simulation. Barnum's work is only cr.e illustration.

lioreover, simulation can be expected to facilitate the generalization of an

already- available operation, as when we show how something- knoltapplies to

'a new situation; or it can be used to avoid unnecessary effect on the side

of to learner; e.g.; when we don't think that he has to try and recall some-

thing but rathir use material which we recall for him. Thus, we short-

ciXcuit the prOcess *rectal for him.

:Shen the acquisition of relatively new behavior is involved, it becomes

clear that an extremely overt presentation, which leaves nearly no uncertainty-
, (or no needs for accomodation) to the learner -- is less facilitating than

a samcwtatt less explicit presentation. In most of the studies where problem

solving- strategics were taudtt, or whore the discovery of a. rule was involved,
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two major principles appeared: the first was that tie learner 65 to use

what he observes before he can integrate it. The second principle was

that he can do it only if be utylerly:.ng processes are aroused. .

Thus, it isn't ,,test, Ir. the ovortly presented operations which

leads to .Nir acquisition and later use in new- situations. l'oGuire 0167,

quoted by Flanders, 19661 argues that the recipient of the communication

needs, among other things, to act upon it. In TIOre specific term, the

subject needs to be able to &atom:Iodate his system to the new operation

(and again, itCleft3SiVe accomodation will not be h.iretional). The subject

reeds at least to repeat overtly or symbelica.Uy the represented act. lore

likely, he nodds to transform. the overtly presented sips so that they will

fit his system. jIt is quite evident that one does not utilise overtly

presented 35:3113 as they are &iron. For instance, verbalization of that

was observed (repeatinz: an act in a symbell.c, though overt fashion) was c/ettioyit,..ita.

fourA to facilitate learning (ewe. dander, 3.966).

All said, theie seems to ererge one rather imi)ortant rule: the ex licit

simulation of processes needs to be transferred by the learner bt,fore it can

De asiiRilated.

As to the interaction between explicitness of presentation and the learner's

mastery of relevant requisite processes, some predictions can be formulated.

(see figure 3).

Insert Figure 3

Although the least explicit presentation conveys, by our previous definition,

very little .information, it nay contain just enough for a learner who is

familiar with the problem. If some extension of his knowledge is required,

he'll do it without outside help. The no re o.. licit prosentatar3 I. -ill

carrj for sin, irxweasing mounts of redurriancy (as' in the case where yo



explain a faziliar joke). On the other hand, the student who does not have

available to him the necessary requisite responses, be over-aroused,

if not overwbelned by the least explicit condition. 0110- would not expect

-Uri tc= learn- the =ever- -tly -presented- -epe-mtioni e---tem if it very -exi.114-4-itely

shown. This expectation is in line with what has been said earlier with

reference to learning which takes place within the narrow tend between too

with and too = little uncertainty. An. exargple for the above can be found in a

study by Sieber and Karey,a (1,96.8). Highly anxious Ss were found to perform
ik+

Iasi well than low anxiety SS on a task which required moor( of certain

problei selvitu roves (as, say, in -chess)-. However, when tte highl;tv- envious

Ss were provided with so-called D.:awry support, they perforod as well as,

and even ee-ir-pe-gel fte.-1 thchilot anxiety Ss. the, memori suppbrts they

received was in the form of visual displays of previous :roves, and .t serv-ed

to slnulate overtly theSc; opera Lone which tau: Se had k do covertly, are'.

which they had .7 thy. "kriaz 2_ the stdnulus condi. 1011-VOIVOIVItted
r5uvt- w tvc. it.z4.E,44-wtacAl,:t" KO- the (.0W-C3A.uct..Zil

for' the defficiency by simulating the process simulate
1

processes to some extent. However, there are kinds of stimuli, or media,

which are better equipped to simulate and -there are others which are better

suited to- short-circuit. A stimulus which shows static situations can simulate

only the eat results of transformations, i.e. to short -circuit- processes.

No doubt, tr doing this it can arouse the application- of the process. For

instance, es illustration which is given above, simaates the end result of

'the process of relating $010 of the comix)nents I referred to. It could not

etiolate the processes themselves and a verbal description needs therefore to

accompany it.
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Uncertainty, as discussed earlier, can be both an entering state of the

learner which influences the utilit' of differmit degrees of explicitness.

It can also be an output: different degrees of explicitness lead to

afferent ,aitiounte of increased ar vcrduc-cd: =uncertainty-.

In snomary, explicitness of represent :1m mediationel responses- which

are relevant to a certain act of learning ay become a very powerful tool

with which stimuli. could be analysed and prescribed. The -results of many

experiments in media or stimulation can be interpreted in light of this

tuseludon. For instance, ens constantly finds that the pre - organisation of

ethollua COMPOWnte (rouging of digits, velal arrangement of dates,, etc.)

facilitates recin. This may be a Iseult of the fact that well organised

stimuli short,icircuit the process of organizing the elements, a process

which the learner would have ictO do on his on otherwise. Similarl,y,

bighlighting, certain parts of the stimulus' array facilitates learning of

new material because it short-circuits for the learner (thus saves him the

effort) the process of selecting the relevant from the irrelevant information.

'fie desirability of, say, shoe -circuiting, as in the examples above, will

depend of course on the function that the short-circuited process playa in

learning. In Sow cases the process itself is to be used so that an

opportunity for reinforcing it is created. In such a ease 'Idoing it *or

Johnny* is undesirable.

3. atimu11 for m._eclntalevele.t
Intonation is conveyed to a learner not 44.7 to be acquired and retained,

but also for purposes of development, that is, to improve the learner's

cognitivo processes.
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development, if further development is sought (Bruner, 1960).

I. The activation of specific requisite o2Hations as a function of stimulus

structure.

The final dimension I wish to discuss is one example of the various

dimensions which could be subsumed under the dimensions: -of explicitness

of. presenting information and under the developmental function of stimuli.

Here we ask what kinds of rental operations are called for by different

aasses'of stimai and which are prerequisite to extracting information from

them. This, of course, is most closely related to the nature of

stimia3.i and is deter: lined by it to a large extent.. For instance, the works

by- Pry luck (1969) concerning the symbol system of films, that of Vernon

(1962) concerning* the nature of graphs, and my work, concerni rg myrs and

map-reading (1968), can be used as base lines for the analysis of stimuli

along this dimension. That stimuli of different shapes do require certain

mediators is not really a new idea. Take for instance the work of

Paivio (1969), Bower (1968) and others, concerning mental imagery. They

find that concrete nouns yield themselves more easily to pictorial imagery

than less concrete nouns. In paired-association learning we hale seen,

following the work of Jenkins, Neale and Deno (196 ?), and Rowber et al.

(1967), that encoding processes differ as a function of the concreteness or

specificity of the. stimuluk. RunqUist and Hutt (1961:) report, that high

school Ss learn verbal and quite abstract concepts more rapidly when the

material is represented verbally than when it is representod pictorially.

One mould not be surprised to find that thom high school sttdents road

learn more from the pictoria l material if the task woad be recognition.



and irreversible, but is necessary for the development of essential categories

of primary generalisations. Perception begins to conflict with symbolic

processes, or thought, at about the first years in school. Ae development

of operations and concepts is enhanced, from this point on, as the learner

relies less on perceptual evidence. The major agent in this shift is his

active maniyulation of concrete instances which surround him. the'

tremendeous importance of actual manipulation has been demonstrated in

numerous studies and cannot be over estiratArao These studies provide an

empirical base to support the old claim about "learning by doing", as superior

to "learning by observing".

I will not elaborate further on Pi aget's work but rather discuss

implications which are relevant to this presentation. Soms,of these were

already discussed by Hitkovicb.

First, it follows from Piaget's volumnous work that the istual.... ulatioma n

afAgjEttsoLL:tecta rather than the assive ..re Lion of transformations,

facilitates the development or thoug=ht
./

it follows from his work that

-*the disruption of equilibrium or it you wish, the arousal of conflict and

uncertainty, underlies cognitive change (Hunt, 1969). And third, and this

follows from recent work of Inhelder (1959), there is a need to distinguish,

as we did earlier, between cognitive processes or transformations, and

cognitive schemes, or situations.

The ability to imagine a transformation appears later than the ability

to imagine the situations that preceded and followed the transformation

(Piaget and Infielder, 1962 quoted by Berlyne, 1965). The acquisition of

certain kinds of operations follows a particular sequence, and the acquisition

of accurate.szywobolie representations of certain situations in highly depended

on the internalised operations. Finally, it is very possible that
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...'concrete operational thought, or oven sensorimotor thought does not

disappear when tonal thought arises, but continues to be used in cOncrete

situations were it is adequate, or when efforts at solutions by formal

thought have failed (Kohlberb, 1968, p. 1021). Media, when used as a source

of stimulation for the purpose of developing mental skills, need to be

constructed in such a way that mode of presentation and development of

learner will be congruent. The degree of congruence need not be complete

since, as mentioned earlier, some uncertainty, or demand for accommodation

on side of the learner is a necessary condition for learning to take place.

Bow exactly can this congruence be studied? Hinkowich, suggests nusurous

dimensions which would subsume the present one, and with whose aid the

desirable degree of congruence between presentation and learner's development

can be explored.. Of thes5two are very important to the present discussion:

(a) the degree to which manipulation of the objects is invited, and (b) the

nature of the object of motor, perceptual or mental manipulation (the sre0.."

thing, a replica, a symbolic representation, etc.)

Let me provide an example of the kinds of discussions which follow tram

the present dime:lido». We may asks how far are the psychological demands

*Joh are built into a certain mode of stimulation from the learner's level

of development? Do we induce the right amount of accommodationiihan we use,

say, maps with 6 year olds? Here, the examination of stimuli according to

their &aree of concreteness or abstractness seems to be. suitable. Following

the ID rk of Piaget one can approach the answer in two interrelated ways. The

first is concerned with the concreteness.abatractnees of the materials or the

objects which need to be available in symbolic form, I tend to view this

not as Sista the semantic relation between referents flout.th3reu and their

representations. Rather, I would deal w4th the relations between the
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abstractness of objects as represents in the learner's response system and the

abstractness of the objects wo expose him to. It seems to be rather

unimportant if the wopi *bottles is, or is not an onomatopoeiajor whether

the pictcrial sign of nailroad Crossing--" is more of an icon than .a similar

verbal sign. The question is how far the represented object is from the

via7 the learner represents it in his thiricing. In other words, how many

transformations (in the Chomsky sense, if yob wish) need to be activated?

you 'will. agree with me that adrawing which is (semantically speaking) very

abstract, or remote from its referent, is not remote at all if this is the

level on which we operate on it and with it.

The second way of approach places the learner's activity on a continuum

of decreasing dependency on actual manipu lotion, thus ranging from overt

manipulations to hypothetic-deductive thinking. The shifts along this

continuum are not only from the overt to the. covert, but are also accompanied

by finer differences. 0110 of them is the decreasing correspondence beta en

stimulus-condition and overt responses. When more information is drawn from

`internal sources, when responses cease to depend on the immediate presence

of the stimulus (that is, when the person deals with a stimulus situation

which lingers behind), and mainly when perception gives way to operational

thinking, there is less and less correspondence between stimulus and responee.

There is, on the other hand, increasing dependency of the final response

on the covert processes.

Following these points, it is suggested that we devise. stimuli which

will represent objects on a specifiable level of concreteness, and demand

processes on a desirable level of concreteness. For instance, we can

simulate several, processes vrith films. However, whatever we simulate in

films is vith very concrete objects and ptocesses, This may be appropriate



for a learner who functions on that level. But what about an adult? We

quite obviously induce in him processes of abstraction. Are we interested

in doing this? Or take another example. Computers are capable today of

producing Roving images of three dimensional geometric figures. Such

presentations coin. be expected to facilitate the development of spatial

operations. Imagine, however, a child in the intuitive operational stage

viewing the geometric figures transforming in space in front of him. This

obviously is aide° simulation of theiprocess which is otherwise done covertly.

Reviver, could the spatJal operations of the child be expected to develop

as a result of this exposure? The answer is negative. Although the objects

are quite concrete, i.e. close to the level on which the child operates, the

processes are too abstract. That is, they tOkeTlace in :font of the learner

without him manipeating the objects. On the ot'Ter hand, would the child

be given a way to three .z control the movements of the objects (something

which is impossible even with the most advanced computers) - the desired

development would have a batter chance.

Bruner's theory of cognitive deveppment, with its very close ties to

noset's work, suggests a similar way to handle this dimension of stimuli.

Bruner discusses the decreasing dependency of children on external stimuli

and their increasing dependency on internal, symbolic representation of

events. This is accompanied by a gradual shift from the use of ikonic and

enactive representations to symbolic ones. Growth, according to him and to

?fagot, is also typified by increased complexity of organisation of the

internal representatiOns of situations and traneormations.

. The implications for research in modia arew..as=botere) rather clear.

In general, they point to the .need for L9ay......anciai stimulation to match
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development, if further development is sought (Bruner, 1960).

4. The activation of =eine requisite o orations as a function of stimulus

atructvre.

The final dimension I wish to discuss is one example of the various

dirronsions Idlich could be subsumed under the idimensionsz4of explicitness

of, presenting inJ:ormation and under the developmental function of stimuli.

Mere we ask what kinds of Kental operations are called for by different

Classes 'of stimuli and which are prerequisite to extracting information from

them. This, of course, is most closely related to the specific nature of

atirit3.i and is detemined by it to a large extent. For instance, the gnorks

by Pryluck (1969) concerning the symbol system of films, that of Vernon

(1962) concerning the nature of graphs, and my work, concerni rg raps and

map-reading (1968), can be used as base lines for the analysis of stimuli

along this dimension. That stimuli of different shapes do require certain

mediators -- is not really a new idea. Take for instance the work of

Paivio (1969), Bower (1968) and others, concerning rental imagery. They

find that concrete nouns yield themselves more easily to pictorial imagery

than less concrete nouns. In paired-association learning we have seen,

folloving the work of Jenkins, Neale and Deno (1967), and Rowher et al.

(196 ?), that encoding processes differ as a function of the concreteness or

specificity of tbc stimulus . Runquist and Eutt (1961) report, that high

school Ss learn verbal and quite abstract concepts more rapidly when the

material is represented verbally than when it is represent:a pictorially.

One rod ld not be surprised to find that tImEc high school students would

learn mow from the pictorial material if the task would, be recognition.



To these, one can add the large accumulation of findings which pertain to

the importance of creating verbal mediators to the prccess of organizing

.71
mazterjal CV, %"1.1"-1, ), recall, concept attainment (K endler, !(16: 3 ), problem

solving (Gagne and Smiths i':102.), etc.

The implication from these and similar studies is that the activation

of certain kinds of mediators is a necessary condition for the learning

from certain kinds of stimuli. Unless the mediators activated by a certain

kind of stimulus arc relevant to the learning process, there is no need to

arouse them. For instance, the use of pictures may short-circuit the process

of creating mental. images. But the latter nay interfere in certain learning

tasks which require verbal links (Bower, 1968). Thus, the. use of verb

strings may be more desirable. 1 will not elaborate much score on this .
dimension, mainly because we still know too little about the prerequisite

r-sponse-classes called for by different media, or media combinations.

It is however a premising way to examine the cognitive functions of media

because if they really do call for different processes, then they can

be brci;ught to interact with individual differences to compensate for

possible kinds ,of deficiencies. Dr. Snow discusses the latter point in his

PaPer

E. Some implications for scare rch.

To recapitulate:

1. Research in media needs to relate itself to research in other

fields.

2. It needs to be nourished by other theories and in turn)to nourish them.

3. It nee:is to deal with the funetions'of stimuli.

When one goes now to conduct a media study Pith these points in

mind he obviously needs to knot; sori.....lat...1,1h1 a about the followings



1. The nature of the processes which are to be learned.

2. The degree of mastery that his sUbjecti have of that, or related

(possibly, more ,neral) aptitude measures.

3. The general level of mental activity of the subject relative to

the material to be learned. Given this information, the } will have to

decide how much uncertainty he wishes to arouse, how much independent activity

and of what kinds he wants to allow, et?!.

These prescriptions sound as if taken from a book entitled: "The

Imossible Research Procedures. . ." Therefore, let me give an example.

Assume that we found that the more reflective teachers turn out more

reflective students, and that the ability of "Self-examination" correlates

with reflectiveness. It would seem desirable to increase the reflectiveness

of low-reflectivity teachers. We choose to improve their self-examination-

ability to meet this end. We hypothesize, by the way, that this ability

underlies reflectivity and that improvement of the former facilitates

the latter.
We thus decide to arouse processes which constitute the self examination

ability, but how do we arouse them in subjects who are deficient in them?

So we decide to simulate some of the components of the process so that they

will be incorporated and used i.e. we tell the poor self-examiners how

they actually perform. This may raouse quite a bit of conflict, hence

uncertainty, as preirious work of Nielsen (1962), Strlomon=end4Mrial-64.19-631

and others tends to suggest. Providing avverbil description which is expected

to simulate the process of self-examination implies that people really examine

themselves verballv, and this may be wrong! And if it is wrong then we may

arouse more transformational activity than needed and defeat our purpose. Thus

we devise an alternative way of simulation, namely, by using videotape recorder.
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This may provide signals on a level closer to the one people actually

examine themselves.

We set up an experiment. Teachers of all levels of self-examination-ability

are included, and 3 treatments are given: visual concrete sinulationit

(self-viewing on VTR), verbal-- abstract- simulation, and arousal. In the first

condition Ss.will see themselves on the VTR, in the second they liiten to

a verbal description of their behavior, and in the third they are told that

they performed poorly -- and will be required to 'examine themselves', thus,

an arousal condition.

So, we compare 2 procedures of simulation differing with respect to

their relation to the images one tends to use in such cases, and a third

procedure which is supposed to arouse the relevant processes. Rote that

ye knov. velly2112ity ve chose each of the stimuli. After administering

these treatments we measure differences on a nunbe)of dimensions. Lets::: GO

take a look. only at reflectivity -- the, correlate of self-examination.

We Mind that the VTR treatment is equally successful in improvinc the S's

reflectivity as is the arousal condition and that both are better than verbal

simulation. First, since there is improvement in reflectivity -- we support

our hypothesis that'the process of self-examination underlies reflectivity.

We have nourished research in a field which also nourished us: There is also

good reason to conclude that the verbal simulation required some irrelevant

transformations, and that self-examination is facilitated by pictorial images.

But then we examine the interactions between our treatments and self-

examination c;ptitude measures which we took at the beginning.

Insert Figure h

We find, as one would expect, that only the better self-examiners profitted
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from the arousal condition. Hence, it was arousing! For the poor self-

examiners it was apparently too rDLch negative infort However, the

latter profitted best.froin the VTR presentation. It simulated soriething on

the right level! For the good self-examiners it was too concrete, they perform

perhaps on a verbal, rather than pictorial level and profit therefore from

the abstract!

F. Summar : what does it do to Johnny?

The dimensions described here are a far cry from what would be needed,

and very much experimental work needs to follow. The purpose was to provide

a general sketch of some functional aspect of stimuli which are believed

to Complewent each other and interact with each other. They derive most of

their formulations from the core of more or less agreed upon constructs

and empirical data, and are hoped to lead tothe formulation of theory-

oriented research questions. Muchmore could be said about each of the

suggested stimulus dimensions, particularly in terms of the way they relate

to each other. It is not unlikely that the reader felt in numerous points

that there are clear overlapping regions between the dimensions, or that the

organization of them leaves a lot to be desired. However, it was not my

intention to describe an already existing theory of stimulation but rather

to sketch, by way of suggesting hypothetical dimensions, hew such a theory

can be constructed. The point of departure I suggested here was to raise the

general question of what does it to the learner? The ways stimuli affect

learners can be analyzed from many different points of view. The idea, though,

is to find a relatively small number of ways of analysis which deal simultaneously

with the nature of stimuli and with their cognitive correlates. This, in

turn, calls into play additional variables, mainly those which are related



to the learner's cognitive world and with the task requirements. First,

the general question of "What does it do to Johnny?" can be transformed from

description to a prescription. Hence one asks: given that this and that is

the desired educational outcome, whgt do I need to induce in the learner,

arouse in tem, show him, or let him do, given that these are his response

capabilities? This, obviously, calls for a close cooperation between research

in cognition and research in media.

Second, the general question is broken down into more detailed ones.

The more detailed questions may guide the researcher in his search for

empirical evidence which can be ...Interrelated with other observations. Stimulus `-

dimensions, with the help of which answers (Ire sought, are nothing rore than

convenient ways to break down the world of stimulation into managable units.

Thus, one does not ask how can films (in general) serve this or that

function, but rather: what components of film, in terms of cognitive

activation, can be used in the particular instance under investigation.

.F1nally, the close examInation of unieue media. potentialities, although

not an end by itself, becomes extremely important in this respect because

it can suggest unique ways through which particular cognitive functions ray

be aroused, activated, acquired or developed. Here for instance, we

find that tLe relationships between the digital and analogic channels of

communlz-ation in films (Reusch and Kees, 19 ) and between the verbal, non-

verbal and para-verbal modes (Pryluek and Snow, 1967) 4.an lead to the

discovery of yet unknown vat's to stimulate thought.

The hypothetical organization of the stimulus functional dimensions

discussed in this paper are represented in table 1:

Insert Table 1
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It should be clear, though) that many other ways to organize them, are possible,

that other dimensions can be added and that some of the present dimensions

may be replaced.
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